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Sven KB-C3060 Keyboard (black)
SVEN KB-C3060 is a keyboard that combines performance and convenience. It offers 113 keys with a lifespan of 20 million clicks, while
providing soft stroke and precision. With 9 multimedia buttons, operating becomes even more efficient. Adjustable tilt angle and special
holes increase comfort, while rubber pads on the bottom prevent slippage.
 
113 keys for your convenience
The keyboard features a standard layout of 113 keys. It provides a soft stroke to make typing more enjoyable. The 9 multimedia keys
make  it  easy  to  use,  and  the  numeric  keypad  is  ideal  for  tasks  that  require  calculations.  Browse  emails,  work,  devote  yourself  to
entertainment - everything becomes easier and more enjoyable with the KB-C3060 keyboard! 
 
Refined design with you in mind
SVEN  keyboard  is  distinguished  by  its  robust  and  practical  design.  The  adjustable  tilt  angle  allows  you  to  adjust  the  device  to  your
individual preferences, and special drainage holes in the case provide protection against accidental liquid spills and make it easy to keep
clean. Rubber pads on the bottom eliminate the risk of slipping on the surface, and legible key markings enhance everyday use. 
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	SVEN
	Model
	KB-C3060
	Keyboard type
	multimedia
	Compatibility
	Windows
	Number of keys
	113
	Number of shortcut keys
	9
	Key life
	more than 20,000,000 clicks
	Interface
	USB
	Cable length
	1,5 m
	Standards
	FCC, CE, EAC
	Dimensions
	440 x 145 x 30(37) mm
	Weight
	475 g
	Color
	black

Price:

€ 9.50
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